
INTRODUCTION TO EQUITIES



TODAYS AIMS & 

OBJECTIVES 

Introduction to equity markets:

• Understand the composition of the major global

indices

• Breakdown each major index by its constituents.

• Awareness of the FAANG stocks and why they are

important.

• Useful resources such as FinViz (heatmaps),

Teletrader (performance boards), Selerity (earnings

insights).

• Structure of major markets open and closes

• How to prepare best for earnings season

KEY DRIVERS

• Monetary policy

• Fiscal policy

• Inflation

• Speculation

• Fundamentals (micro)

• Economic strength



WHY IS THERE AN EQUITY MARKET?



HOW DO COMPANIES RAISE MONEY?

DEBT EQUITY

Borrowing money under a contractual 

agreement to repay the funds at a later date

PROS: Immediate access to credit

CONS: Burden of interest

Capital generated by the sale of 

shares

PROS: Not required to repay shareholder

CONS: Accountable to share performance

LENDERS INVESTORS

1. 2.



WHAT DO TRADERS LOOK AT?

Factors that could influence investors outlook for the share price…

MACRO

• Performance of the economy

• Interest rates

• Forward guidance from the Central Bank

• Political climate

“Top-down analysis”



WHAT DO TRADERS LOOK AT?

Factors that could influence investors outlook for the share price…

MICRO

• Financial statements

• Organisational structure

• Product mix/revenue streams

• Regulations

• Speculators

• Technical levels

“Bottom-up analysis”



US INDICES: S&P 500

• Founded: 1957

• Floating market 

cap weighing

• Constituents: 

505

• Market cap: 

$23.7tr l

• 500 largest 

companies in 

the US



US INDICES: S&P 500



US INDICES: S&P 500 YTD 2019



S&P 500: HEATMAP

This heat map is a 

snap shot of price 

activity of the 

S&P 500 on 22nd

March 2019. It  

acts as a good 

reflection of risk 

appetite intra-day.

The major 

dif ference between 

the DJIA and S&P 

500 is  that the Dow 

is  price-weighted 

avg. of  30 stocks 

where as the S&P 

500 is  a market 

value-weighted

index of  500 

stocks.

Think  of  the Dow 

as the largest 

companies but S&P 

500 covers a vast 

number of  

industr ies.

You can access this heatmap and other useful graphics f rom FinViz HERE.

https://finviz.com/map.ashx


US INDICES: NASDAQ 100

• Founded: 1985

• Market cap 

weighting

• Constituents: 

103

• Tech heavy, 

excludes 

f inancials



US INDICES: NASDAQ 100 The list is regularly updated 

which you can access HERE

There are 103 symbols due to several companies with two share c lasses. For example, Google's parent company 

Alphabet has Class A (GOOGL) and Class C (GOOG) shares in the index.

Class A - Held by regular investors and carry one vote per share

Class B – Held by senior staf f  (Google founders) have 10 votes per share

Class C - Held by employees and have no vot ing r ights 

https://indexes.nasdaqomx.com/Index/Breakdown/NDX


TECHNOLOGY STOCKS: FAANG’s

‘FANG’ represents the most popular and best 

performing tech stocks in the market which 

have generated spectacular returns for their 

investors.

The f ive stocks — Facebook, Apple, Amazon, 

Netf l ix,  and Alphabet (Google) — all trade on 

the NASDAQ.

• Because Tech has the highest ranking, 

FAANG stocks have a greater impact on 

the value of  the index than other 

companies.

• They are also considered growth stocks 

due to the continued emergence of  

technological devices l ike cloud storage 

devices, big data, social media, and e -

commerce tools.



AT A GLANCE: UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENCES



UK INDICES: FTSE 100

• Founded: 1984

• Market cap 

weighing

• Constituents: 

100

• Market cap: 

$2tr l

• 100 largest 

companies in 

the UK



UK INDICES: FTSE 100

Biggest sectors within the index:

• Oil & Gas (16.99%)

• Banks (12.95%)

• Personal & Household Goods (11.14%)

• Health Care (9.42%)

• Industr ial Goods & Services (7.03%)

For updates direct f rom the exchange click HERE.

https://www.ftse.com/analytics/factsheets/Home/Search


EU INDICES: DAX

• Founded: 1988

• Market cap 

weighing

• Constituents: 

30

• Market cap: 

EUR 887bln

• 30 largest 

companies in 

Germany



EU INDICES: DAX



EU INDICES: EUROSTOXX 50

• Founded: 1988

• Market cap 

weighing

• Constituents: 

50

• Market cap: 

EUR 5.35tr l

• 50 largest 

companies in 

Europe



EU INDICES: EUROSTOXX 50



MARKET STRUCTURE: EXCHANGE TIMES

GLOBAL EXCHANGE TIMES

Equity Futures Electronic (LDN times) Pit Exchange

S&P 500 2200 - 2300 1430 - 2100

NASDAQ 100 2200 - 2300 1430 - 2100

Dow Jones 2200 - 2300 1430 - 2100

DAX 0700 - 2100

EuroStoxx 0700 - 2100

SMI 0700 - 2100

FTSE 100 0700 - 2100 NYSE LIFFE

CAC 0100 - 2100 NYSE Euronext

US 

EU

CME

Eurex

• Normally see a spike in volume around cash equity open and close.

• This increase in volatility needs to be considered when making strategies over these time frames.



MARKET STRUCTURE: VOLUME PATTERNS



WHAT ARE CORPORTE EARNINGS?

THEORY

• Quarterly update of a public company’s financial performance

• Analysts and investors are able to better gauge the financial health of a firm from 

detail in the income statement, balance sheet and cash flow statement

PRACTICE

• Stock prices can see large fluctuations upon the release of results

• Analysts expectations are just as important as the underlying numbers 

themselves

• Index traders need to be fully aware of large market cap OR sentiment related 

stocks that report



CHECKLIST: US earnings season

1. Look ahead on Monday on who is reporting that week (Factset, eWhispers, Bloomberg)

2. Are there any companies with a large index weighting reporting (10 of 30 Dow)

3. Is the company the first to report from its sector

4. Is the company a ‘bell-weather’ for the economy i.e. Caterpillar or UPS

5. Is the company important for sentiment despite size (Netflix)

6. Is the company representative of only a small sector (AMD for chip makers)

7. Is there any read across for other companies in the supply chain (Foxconn for Apple)

8. Have you done your due diligence/prep work (Selerity global insight)

9. Technical set-up of the single stock and index

10. What’s the general macro focus at that point in time 

TIPS

• Earnings tend to be clustered mid-week

• The majority of earnings come pre-market with technology names after market in the US

• UK/EU earnings lag US by approx. 2-weeks



EQUITY MARKETS: Conclusion

Key Points

• To trade the index effectively you should have a clear knowledge of what the largest index 

weighted stocks are in order to better understand potential impact on the index.

• Be aware of sector related news i.e. profit warning from Next the retailer.

• Understanding of monetary policy to gauge impact on asset prices i.e QE.

• Monitoring of fundamental news in reference to regulation changes, especially in the new 

Trump era.

• Prepare ahead of time during corporate earnings season to be aware of risk factors

• Awareness of exchange times in order to manage strategies around heightened volatility 

when the trading floors open at 8am for UK/EU and 2.30pm for the NYSE.



CONTACT

Anthony Cheung

info@amplifytrading.com

ADDRESS

18 St Swithin's Lane, London, EC4N 8AD


